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Abstract
Non-conservative loads of the follower type are usually believed to be the source of dynamic instabilities such
as flutter and divergence. It is shown that these instabilities (including Hopf bifurcation, flutter, divergence,
and destabilizing effects connected to dissipation phenomena) can be obtained in structural systems loaded by
conservative forces, as a consequence of the application of non-holonomic constraints. These constraints may
be realized through a ‘perfect skate’ (or a non-sliding wheel), or, more in general, through the slipless contact
between two circular rigid cylinders, one of which is free of rotating about its axis. The motion of the structure
produced by these dynamic instabilities may reach a limit cycle, a feature that can be exploited for soft robotics
applications, especially for the realization of limbless locomotion.
Keywords: Non-linear structural mechanics, non-holonomic constraint, Hopf bifurcation.
1 Introduction
Flutter and divergence (in a word, ‘dynamic’) instabilities of elastic structures are connected to a number of
counterintuitive and surprising features: (i.) they may occur in the absence of quasi-static bifurcations, and may
or may not degenerate into a limit cycle, determining a so-called ‘Hopf bifurcation’ in the former case; (ii.) they
are facilitated by a sufficiently small viscosity. Moreover, (iii.) a vanishing viscosity leads to a discontinuity in
the critical load value, an oddity called ‘Ziegler paradox’, so that (iv.) this value may depend on the direction
of the vanishing viscosity limit, when more than one dissipative source is present. All these features and the
presence itself of flutter and divergence instabilities in structures are believed to be strictly related to the action of
non-conservative loads,1 which are considered of difficult realization.2 Indeed, quoting Anderson and Done [2], a
‘conservative system can not become dynamically unstable since, by definition, it has no energy source from which
to supply the extra kinetic energy involved in the instability’.
We show in the present article that the last sentence is wrong, as a supply of ‘extra kinetic energy’ can be
provided by means of a mass falling within a gravitational field, or through a release of the elastic energy initially
stored in a spring and therefore:
∗Corresponding author: Davide Bigoni fax: +39 0461 282599; tel.: +39 0461 282507; web-site: http://www.ing.unitn.it/∼bigoni/;
e-mail: bigoni@ing.unitn.it.
1Bolotin [9] writes ‘The Euler method is [only] applicable if the external forces have a potential (i.e. if they are conservative forces),
and in general is not applicable if they do not.’
2The attempt by Willems [33] of producing a tangential follower load was indicated as misleading by Huang et al. [13]. Elishakoff
[10] reports that ‘Bolotin felt –if my memory serves me well!– that it should be impossible to produce Becks column experiment
via a conservative system of forces.’ Anderson and Done [2] write ‘Sometimes, the creation of a force like [a follower force] in the
laboratory presents awkward practical problems, and the simulation of this force wherever possible by a conservative force would be
very convenient. However, because of the differing nature of the fundamental properties of the conservative and non-conservative
systems, the simulation could only work in a situation where the two systems behave in similar ways; that is when the conservative
system is not operating in a regime of oscillatory instability. (The conservative system can not become dynamically instable since, by
definition, it has no energy source from which to supply the extra kinetic energy involved in the instability).’ Koiter [19] states that
‘[...] it appears impossible to achieve any non-conservative loading conditions in the laboratory by purely mechanical means’, because
‘non-conservative external loads always require an external energy source, much as a fluid flow or an interaction with electro-dynamic
phenomenon’. Koiter was strongly convinced that follower forces were a sort of ‘physical non-sense’ (Koiter, [20], [21]), so that Singer et
al. [31] write ‘An example in the field of elastic stability of what Drucker referred to as playing useless games was presented by Koiter,
in his 1985 Prandtl lecture, where he discussed the physical significance of instability due to non-conservative, purely configuration-
dependent, external loads.’ Several years after these negative views, Bigoni and Noselli [5] and Bigoni and Misseroni [8] respectively
showed how to realize a tangentially follower force (Ziegler, 1952 [34]) and a fixed-line force (Reut, 1939 [30]) with devices involving
Coulomb friction. Friction is a dissipative and follower force, in the present article we show how this force can be eliminated thus
realizing a purely conservative system of load.
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We introduce two ways to induce dynamical instablities (such as flutter and divergence), Hopf bifurca-
tion, destabilizing effect of dissipation, Ziegler paradox and its directionality dependence in visco-elastic
mechanical structures under purely conservative loading conditions. The key to this behaviour is the
use of non-holonomic constraints.
Recently, flutter and divergence instabilities have been shown to occur in structures loaded through non-
conservative forces produced with frictional devices by Bigoni and Noselli [5], realizing the tangentially follower
load postulated by Ziegler [34], and by Bigoni and Misseroni [8], obtaining the fixed-line load introduced by Reut
[30]. The same type of instabilities is disclosed here in structural systems subject to conservative loadings when non-
holonomic constraints are applied to the structure. More specifically, similarly to [14, 22, 28], the non-holonomic
constraint is realized through two rigid (massless) cylinders in slipless contact, where one of these cylinders can
freely rotate about its axis while the other can not. The non-existence of a potential [24, 28] characterizes both
a frictional device and a non-holonomic constraint, but only the latter is conservative. Indeed, the non-holonomic
constraint introduces a kinematic condition prescribed in terms of velocity, thus realizing a (reaction) force acting
on the structure and having a modulus varying in time during motion [26]. In particular, the velocity r˙C of the
instantaneous contact point C between the two cylinders is constrained to have a null component along the axis
of the freely rotating cylinder (Fig. 1)
r˙C · e = 0, (1)
where a superimposed dot represents the derivative in the time variable t and e(t) is the unit vector aligned
parallel to the rotating cylinder’s axis. The reaction p(t) transmitted by the constraint is parallel to e, so that
equation (1) makes clear that this reaction does not work for every possible displacement. This means that every
mechanical system composed of elastic elements, dead loads, and (time-independent) non-holonomic constraints is
conservative.
Figure 1: A non-holonomic constraint forbidding relative velocity r˙C of the instantaneous contact point C along
direction e(t), Eq.(1). This constraint is obtained through slipless contact between two rigid (massless and circular)
cylinders, one of which is free of rotating about its axis while the other is not. Note that the reaction p(t)
transmitted between the two cylinders is aligned parallel to e, so that it provides null work during every motion
and the conservativeness of a system is not altered.
When properly connected to the end of a structure, for instance a visco-elastic double pendulum, the two
cylinders imposing condition (1) may be exploited to realize either a ‘skate’, or a ‘violin bow’ constraint, the
former transmitting to the structure a tangential follower reaction similar to the Ziegler’s load and the latter a
reaction acting on a fixed line similar to the Reut’s load, but now varying in their modulus during motion. In
Fig.2, the two proposed structures with non-holonomic constraints (which will be subject to conservative loads)
are shown on the left, while the non-conservative counterparts are shown on the right. In particular, the ‘skate’
constraint can be realized (i.) with a freely-rotating, but non-sliding wheel, or (ii.) with a perfect skate, or (iii.)
by connecting the freely-rotating cylinder to the end of the structure, with the other cylinder initially orthogonal
to it and fixed in space. On the other hand, the ‘violin bow’ constraint can be obtained by connecting the fixed
cylinder to the end of the structure, with the freely-rotating cylinder initially orthogonal to it and fixed in space,
Fig.2. Note that the structural systems subject to non-holonomic constraints are conservative, when loaded with
dead forces or springs and if the viscosity is set to be zero.
In the present article, discrete structural systems made up of N rigid bars and subject to one of the two proposed
types of non-holonomic constraints (Fig.2, left) are investigated. Such structures are loaded in a conservative way,
namely, either with a dead force F , or with a deformed linear spring (see Figs.5 and 6 and details presented in the
next Sections).
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Figure 2: Left: the two rigid circular cylinders (of which only one is free of rotating about its axis) in slipless
contact, Fig.1, and connected to a double pendulum, realize two types of non-holonomic constraints, called in
the following ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints, the former (the latter) transmitting a reaction tangential to the
structure (a reaction on a fixed line) similar to the force postulated by Ziegler (Reut). Right: the original version
of the Ziegler’s and Reut’s structures, loaded through non-conservative forces.
The non-holonomic constraint acting on these structures permits the existence of infinite equilibrium config-
urations [28] and of Hopf bifurcations connected to stable limit cycles in the presence of dissipation, as partially
anticipated by the motion of the non-holonomic Chaplygin’s sleigh on an inclined plane [28] and by the problem
of shimmy instability [3, 4, 11, 35].
With reference to a column made up of N rigid segments and subject to a perfectly aligned non-holonomic
constraint (realized for β0 = 0 in Figs.5 and 6), the trivial configuration becomes the unique quasi-static solution.
It is shown that:
A visco-elastic column subject to the ‘skate’ or the ‘violin bow’ constraint and the same structure subject
to non-conservative load, respectively of the Ziegler or Reut type, evidences exactly the same critical loads
for flutter (Hopf bifurcation) and divergence, and the same Ziegler paradox, with the same directionality
dependence occurring when multiple sources of dissipation are considered.
More specifically, the directionality dependence in the limit of null viscosity has been analyzed by Bolotin [9] and
Kirillov [16] for non-conservative systems subject to follower forces, showing that the ideal critical load for the
undamped system may be recovered only for special ratios between different viscosities.
In addition, a ‘viscosity-independent Ziegler paradox’ is found, in which the flutter load becomes independent
of the viscosity, but cannot become higher than that evaluated for the corresponding system assumed without
viscosity ‘from the beginning’. In particular, such a surprising behaviour is shown to be related to the presence of
two specific damping parameters acting on the proposed structures when subject to non-holonomic constraints.
The stability of Hopf bifurcation, and therefore the achievement of limit cycles in the neighbourhood of the
critical point [1, 6, 7, 15], is influenced by the considered mechanical system, so that a perfect match between the
mechanical behaviour of the proposed non-holonomic systems and of their non-conservative counterparts is lost,
particularly when non-linearities dominate.
A typical dynamic evolution of a double visco-elastic column connected to a non-holonomic ‘skate’ constraint
at its final end (represented as a non-sliding wheel) is shown in Fig.3. The structure is loaded on the left end
through a dead force of constant magnitude (so that the system is conservative when the viscosity is set to zero),
selected within the flutter region. The occurrence of flutter is shown, through evaluation of the first Lyapunov
coefficient [23, 25], to correspond to a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, so that the complex motion taking place after
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bifurcation [sketched in parts (a)-(f) of Fig.3] reaches a periodic orbit in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation point
(lowest part of Fig.3). It may be interesting to note that the structure shown in Fig. 3 is subject to a constant
force, so that it would suffer a varying acceleration in the absence of viscosity. However, the presence of viscosity
(even the rotational viscosity at the hinges is enough) is sufficient to allow the mechanical system to reach, after a
transient phase, a steady motion with a constant mean velocity, as detailed in Section 6.
Figure 3: Dynamics of a visco-elastic double pendulum subject to a ‘skate’ non-holonomic constraint (realized with
a non-sliding wheel) at one end and to a dead load at the other. When the applied dead force lies within the flutter
region, a complex motion is generated (parts a-f), leading the structure to reach a limit cycle. Such behaviour is
visible in the trajectory of the structure’s end shown in the lower part, exhibiting sharp corners induced by the
non-holonomic constraint. Note that instability permits motion to a structure that would be at rest in the trivial
configuration as the friction parallel to the wheel axis is assumed to be infinite (non-slip condition).
The presented results provide a new key to theoretically interpret and experimentally realize dynamic instabil-
ities until now believed to be possible only as connected to non-conservative loads. Several applications in energy
harvesting and soft robotics can be envisaged, but two in particular merit a special attention, namely, frictional
contact and locomotion. In particular, our results show how a micromechanism might act at a sliding surface be-
tween two solids to reduce friction through instability. Moreover, it will be shown that imposing rotations (instead
than applying forces) to the structures that will be analyzed, a motion is induced, which means that our results
have implications in the problem of limbless locomotion.
2 A first insight on flutter instability of a conservative system from a double pendulum with
non-holonomic constraint and dead load
With the purpose to provide a first insight on flutter instabilities in conservative non-holonomic systems, an elastic
double pendulum (two rigid bars of equal length l, each equipped with a centred mass m and elastic hinges of
stiffness k) is considered as sketched in Fig.4. The structure is loaded on its left end with a dead force F , while
at its right end is subject to a ‘skate’ non-holonomic constraint, which can be realized for instance with a freely
rotating and massless wheel.
The planar kinematics of the system is completely described by the two bars’ rotations θ1 and θ2 and the
horizontal displacement X of the left end (Fig.4, lower part). The reaction p of the ‘skate’ remains tangential to
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Figure 4: An elastic double-pendulum (in its quasi-static trivial equilibrium, upper part, and in a deformed
configuration during motion, lower part) subject to a ‘skate’ non-holonomic constraint at its right end and a dead
load F applied on its left end. The mechanical system is conservative because the sum of elastic and kinetic
energies as well as the potential of the load F remains constant in time. The non-holonomic constraint at the final
end transmits an unknown time-dependent reaction force p(t), which is maintained tangential to the second rod,
as in the Ziegler case.
the second bar. In the quasi-static trivial equilibrium, the structure is straight (Fig.4, upper part), so that the
‘skate’ constraint reacts with an horizontal force equal to the applied load F .
The motion is governed by the following non-linear ordinary differential equations
k (2θ1 − θ2) + ml
4
[
l
(
5θ¨1 + 2θ¨2 cos(θ1 − θ2) + 2θ˙22 sin(θ1 − θ2)
)
− 2X¨(sin θ1 + 2 sin θ2)− 4θ˙2 cos θ2X˙
]
− p l sin(θ1 − θ2) = 0,
k (θ2 − θ1) + ml
4
[
l
(
2θ¨1 cos(θ1 − θ2)− 2θ˙21 sin(θ1 − θ2) + θ¨2
)
− 2 sin θ2X¨ + 4θ˙1 cos θ2X˙
]
= 0,
2mX¨ − ml
2
(
θ¨1(sin θ1 + 2 sin θ2) + θ˙2 cos θ2
(
2θ˙1 + θ˙2
)
+ θ˙21 cos θ1 + θ¨2 sin θ2
)
+ p cos θ2 − F = 0,
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
which are complemented by the non-holonomic constraint
cos θ2 X˙ − θ˙1 l sin(θ1 − θ2) = 0, (3)
implying that the velocity of the right end of the structure remains orthogonal to the second bar, equivalent to
Eq.(1). Imposing X˙ = 0 and replacing F and p(t) respectively with an unknown reaction, say R, and by a follower
force, say P , of constant modulus, Eqs.(2a) and (2b) reduce to those governing the dynamics of the Ziegler double
pendulum, plus Eq.(2c) providing the horizontal reaction R of the elastic hinge on the left of that structure.
In the Ziegler double pendulum, the follower force P does work during the dynamics and may provide a non-null
work during a closed cycle of deformation. Differently from that behaviour, the reaction p(t) of the non-holonomic
constraint never works, as the latter always moves in a direction orthogonal to p(t). Therefore, the structure
shown in Fig. 4 is fully-conservative, as the total mechanical energy (kinetic, elastic and potential of F ) is always
conserved.
It is crucial now to perform a linearization of equations (2) and (3) around the trivial, straight {θ1, θ2, X} = 0,
configuration. To this purpose, the equation expressing the non-holonomic constraint (3) provides X˙ = 0, so that
a null perturbation in the reaction force p is obtained from Eq.(2c). It follows that the remaining two equations
(2a) and (2b) reduce to the same equations governing the linearized dynamics of the Ziegler double pendulum
which, expressed in matrix form, are
ml2
4
[
5 2
2 1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mass∈Sym
[
θ¨1
θ¨2
]
+
{
k
[
2 −1
−1 1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Elastic stiffness∈Sym
+ F l
[ −1 1
0 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Geometric stiffness /∈Sym
}[
θ1
θ2
]
= 0, (4)
showing that the non-holonomic reaction provides a symmetry-breaking in the stiffness matrix. The linearized
equations (4) should not surprise, as they reflect the fact that the mechanical system shown in Fig. 4 under small
amplitude dynamics involves a negligible change in the inclination of the non-holonomic reaction. In conclusion:
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Figure 5: Two undeformed structures differing only in the non-holonomic constraint applied at the right end.
Each structure is discretized as a chain made up of N rigid bars of mass mi and connected to each other through
rotational visco-elastic springs (with viscosity parameter ci and stiffness ki, i = 1, ..., N). The first rigid bar on the
left (i = 1) is connected to a rigid block sliding along the x−axis. The two non-holonomic constraints are inclined
at an angle β0 with respect to the last bar. These constraints are a ‘skate’ (upper part) or a ‘violin bow’ (lower
part) and constrain the velocity to have a null component in the direction orthogonal to the skate (realized for
instance with a non-sliding wheel) or parallel to a non-sliding freely rotating cylinder (which is in turn in contact
with the ‘violin bow’). In the case β0 = 0, the two structures reduce to the non-holonomic counterpart of the
non-conservative Ziegler and Reut columns, respectively. Note that the last rigid element of the column reported
in the lower part is ‘T–shaped’, so that the freely-rotating cylinder can continue to transmit a force to the structure
during motion.
The structure shown in Fig. 4 obeys the same linearized dynamics found for the Ziegler double pendulum subject
to a follower force, so that the same flutter and divergence instabilities are detected in the two structures.
Similarly, the introduction of viscosity in the two structures leads to the same linearized dynamics,
so that the same behaviour will be found, including the so-called Ziegler paradox.
Moreover:
Although the two structural systems share the same equations governing the linearized dynamics,
the equations governing the non-linear evolution of the motions are strongly different.
The mentioned features are thoroughly proven in the next Sections, where governing equations, critical conditions,
non-linear dynamics are obtained for an extended version of the double pendulum shown in Fig. 4 by considering a
generic number N of rigid bars, two different non-holonomic constraints and loading conditions, and four different
sources of viscosity.
3 Discrete elastic columns with non-holonomic constraints
3.1 The column and its loadings
The motion in the x–y plane is analyzed for an elastic column of total length L, discretized as a chain of N rigid
bars of length li (i = 1, ..., N , so that L =
∑N
i=1 li), connected to each other with visco-elastic hinges of elastic
stiffness ki and viscous parameter ci, Fig.5. The first hinge is connected to a rigid block which may only slide
along the x-direction and is loaded in one of the following conservative ways :
• A - elastic device: the rigid block is loaded by imposing a compressive displacement ∆ at the left end of
a linear spring of stiffness K, whose right end is attached to the rigid block (Fig.6);
• B - dead load: the rigid block is subject to a force F (for instance produced by gravity) of fixed direction
parallel to the x-axis (Fig.6).
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Denoting with θi(t) the anti-clockwise inclination of the i-th bar with respect to x-axis and with X(t) the position
of the sliding block along the x-axis (Fig.6), the configuration of the column at generic instant of time t is fully
described through the generalized coordinates vector q(t) with the following N + 1 components
q(t) = [θ1(t), ... , θi(t), ... , θN (t), X(t)]. (5)
The undeformed trivial configuration of the system (q(t) = 0) is given by all the rigid bars aligned with the x-axis
(θi = 0, i = 1, ..., N) and X = 0 (thus neglecting horizontal rigid motions).
The mass of the column is discretized in N masses mi, one for each rigid bar and located at a distance di ≤ li
from the i-th hinge, so that the position in time for each mass mi is given by the coordinates xi(t) and yi(t),
namely,
xi = X + di cos θi +
i−1∑
j=1
lj cos θj , yi(t) = di sin θi +
i−1∑
j=1
lj sin θj . (6)
Moreover, the sliding block is considered to have mass MX . Generic deformed configurations are reported in
Fig.6 for the two considered structures subject to conservative loads and to the non-holonomic ‘skate’ and ‘violin
bow’ constraints (detailed in the next section).
Figure 6: Deformed configuration for the elastic column subject to the non-holonomic ‘skate’ (left) and ‘violin
bow’ (right) constraints. The conservative load is applied via (A) a prescribed compressive displacement ∆ at the
left end of a linear elastic spring of stiffness K attached to the rigid block or through (B) a dead load F . The
particular condition β0 = 0 leads to uniqueness of the trivial quasi-static solution.
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3.2 The non-holonomic constraints
Two types of non-holonomic constraints (both sketched in Figs.5 and 6) are assumed to be acting at the end of
the elastic column, singled out by the coordinates
xL = X +
N∑
i=1
li cos θi, yL =
N∑
i=1
li sin θi. (7)
Each one of these two constraints generates an unknown reaction p(t) (positive when compressive), through the
imposition of the linear kinematic restriction on the velocity, Eq.(1), which can be expressed in terms of generalized
velocities q˙k (k = 1, ..., N + 1) as
N+1∑
k=1
ak(q, β0)q˙k = 0, (8)
where ak(q, β0) is the vector of coefficients expressing the specific type of non-holonomic constraint (‘skate’ or
‘violin bow’). Taking into account the reaction force p, the problem is characterized by N + 2 unknowns. Each of
the non-holonomic constraints is characterized by a mass ML and a rotational moment of inertia Ir,L, both applied
at the end of the final bar (i = N).
As sketched in Figs.5 and 6, the two non-holonomic constraints can be obtained from condition (1) as follows.
• A ‘skate’ type constraint applied with inclination β0, representing the angle between the ‘skate’ and the
last bar of the column; the skate can freely rotate about its vertical axis and is constrained to slide parallely
to its cutting edge, so that the only non-null component of the velocity is parallel to it:
[
x˙L y˙L
] · [cos (θN + β0)
sin (θN + β0)
]
=X˙ cos (θN + β0) +
N∑
i=1
liθ˙i sin (θN + β0 − θi) = 0. (9)
The vector of the non-holonomic coefficients a(q, β0) shown in the Eq.(8) for this type of constraint is
therefore given by
a(q, β0) = [l1 sin (θN + β0 − θ1), . . . , lN−1 sin (θN + β0 − θN−1), lN sin (β0), cos (θN + β0)] . (10)
Finally, the reaction force p(t) is always orthogonal to the sliding direction of the ‘skate’.
• A ‘violin bow’ type constraint applied with inclination β0, representing the angle between the freely-
rotating cylinder and the x−axis; the ‘T-shaped’ rigid element (attached to the N -th rigid bar of the column)
can freely rotate about the contact point with the cylinder and can translate orthogonally to the cylinder’s
axis, such that the velocity component parallel to it must vanish. The coordinates xC and yC of the contact
point C (see Fig.6) between the ‘T-shaped’ rigid element and the freely rotating cylinder is singled out by
the coordinates
xC = xL + ζ tan θN , yC = yL − ζ, where ζ = yL + (L− xL) tanβ0
1 + tanβ0 tan θN
, (11)
so that its velocity can be obtained through the Poisson’s theorem as[
x˙C
y˙C
]
=
[
x˙L
y˙L
]
+ θ˙Ne3 ×
[
xC − xL
yC − yL
]
=
[
x˙L + θ˙Nζ
y˙L + θ˙Nζ tan θN ,
]
, (12)
where e3 is the unit vector orthogonal to the x−y plane. The non-holonomic constraint is therefore expressed
by the vanishing of the component of the velocity along the cylinder’s axis at the point C, namely(
x˙L + θ˙N ζ
)
cosβ0 +
(
y˙L + θ˙N ζ tan θN
)
sinβ0 = 0 (13)
which, recalling Eq.(7), can be rewritten as
X˙ cosβ0 + θ˙N sinβ0L+
N−1∑
i=1
li sin(β0 − θi)(θ˙i − θ˙N ) = 0. (14)
Therefore, the vector a(q, β0), representing the non-holonomic constraint as introduced in the Eq.(8), is
given by
a(q, β0) =
[
l1 sin (β0 − θ1), . . . , lN−1 sin (β0 − θN−1), lN
(
sinβ0L−
N−1∑
i=1
li sin(β0 − θi)
)
, cosβ0
]
. (15)
Finally, the reaction force p(t) is always directed along the axis of the freely-rotating cylinder.
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3.3 Energies and dissipation
The total potential energy V(q) = E(q)−W(q), equal to the difference between the elastic energy E and the work
W done by the external loads, is given for the considered structural systems by
V(q) = Ξ(q) + 1
2
k1θ
2
1 +
1
2
N∑
i=2
ki (θi − θi−1)2 , (16)
where (note that ∆ is independent of time)
Ξ(q) =

1
2
K [X −∆]2 for elastic device A,
−F X for dead loading B.
(17)
The expression for the kinetic energy T is the same for both systems A and B and given by
T (q, q˙) = 1
2
MXX˙
2 +
1
2
ML
(
x˙2L + y˙
2
L
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
mi
(
x˙2i + y˙
2
i
)
+
1
2
Ir,Lθ˙
2
N . (18)
Dissipative effects are taken into account from different viscous sources through the following Rayleigh dissipation
function
Fd(q˙) = 1
2
ce
N∑
i=1
∫ li
0
(X˙i(si)
2 + Y˙i(si)
2)dsi +
1
2
ct,L(x˙
2
L + y˙
2
L) +
1
2
cr,Lθ˙
2
N +
1
2
ciθ˙
2
1 +
1
2
ci
N∑
i=2
(θ˙i − θ˙i−1)2, (19)
where Xi(si) and Yi(si) are coordinates of the generic point located at the curvilinear coordinate si ∈ [0, li] along
the i-th bar, which can be written as
Xi(si) = X + si cos θi +
i−1∑
j=1
lj cos θj , Yi(si) = si sin θi +
i−1∑
j=1
lj sin θj . (20)
Each (non-negative) linear damping coefficient ce, ci, ct,L, and cr,L introduced in Eq.(19) is related to a specific
viscous source:
• external translational damping ce, providing a distributed viscous force along each bar, which may model the
air drag during motion;
• internal rotational damping ci, modelling a viscous dissipation induced by torsion at the hinges (and identical
for all the hinges);
• translational damping of the non-holonomic constraint ct,L, modelling the effects of the air drag generated
by the device realizing the constraint;
• rotational damping of the non-holonomic constraint cr,L, modelling the damping generated by pivoting move-
ments at the contact of the device realizing the constraints, for instance the rotational resistance of a wheel
on a plane.
The presence of these four viscous sources allows to analyze their different influences on the stability of the
structure, an influence which is often stronger than one might expect [32]. In the quasi-static case, the velocity is
null and so the dissipation function Fd vanishes.
It is remarked that both the loading systems A and B are conservative, so that the supply of energy is provided
for System A by the elastic energy initially stored in the spring through the compressive displacement ∆ and for
system B by the potential energy of the dead load F . In the stability evaluations concerning the loading system A,
perturbations on the distance ∆ will not be considered. Finally, functionals (16), (18) and (19) are independent
of the choice of the non-holonomic constraint [which acts on the system via Eq.(8)] and of its inclination β0.
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3.4 Equations of motion
The equations of motion for the visco-elastic column subject to non-holonomic constraints can be derived from the
d’Alembert-Lagrange equation [28] expressed for virtual displacements δqk as
N+1∑
k=1
(
d
dt
∂T (q, q˙)
∂q˙k
− ∂T (q, q˙)
∂qk
−Qk(q, q˙) + p(t) ak(q, β0)
)
δqk = 0, (21)
where the generalized forces Qk are given by
Qk(q, q˙) = −∂V(q)
∂qk
− ∂Fd(q˙)
∂q˙k
, k = 1, ..., N + 1, (22)
and account for the dissipative forces obtained from the dissipation function Fd, Eq.(19), and for the presence of
the external energy supply, contained in the total potential energy V in terms of parameter ∆ for the elastic device
A, or force F for the dead load B, Eq.(17).
In the d’Alembert-Lagrange equation (21), the unknown reaction force p(t) transmitted to the column by the
non-holonomic constraint plays the role of a Lagrangian multiplier enforcing condition (8).
Invoking arbitrariness of the virtual displacements δqk, the d’Alembert-Lagrange equation (21) yields
d
dt
∂T (q, q˙)
∂q˙k
− ∂T (q, q˙)
∂qk
−Qk(q, q˙) + p(t) ak(q, β0) = 0, ∀ k = 1, 2, ..., N + 1, (23)
which, together with the non-holonomic constraint, Eq.(8), provides a system of N+2 equations in N+2 unknowns,
namely, the N + 1 generalized coordinates qk(t) and the non-holonomic constraint reaction p(t).
3.5 Quasi-static response of the column with non-holonomic constraints
Under quasi-static conditions (q˙(t) = 0) the kinetic energy and the dissipation are null (T = Fd = 0, so that
Qk = ∂V/∂qk) and the equations of motion (23) simplify to the N + 1 equilibrium equations
∂V(qQS)
∂qQSk
+ pQS ak(q
QS, β0) = 0, ∀ k = 1, 2, ..., N + 1, (24)
to be solved for the unknown reaction force pQS at prescribed values of the spring displacement ∆ or dead load
F . In particular, the total potential energy (16) is a polynomial of degree 2 in the generalized coordinates, so that
Eq.(24) can be rewritten as
K(N)ik q
QS
k + p
QS ak(q
QS, β0) = 0 ∀ i, k = 1, 2, ..., N
∂ Ξ(qQS)
∂X
+ pQS aN+1(q
QS, β0) = 0
(25)
where the dependence of the vector ak on the considered quasi-static solution q
QS
k and on the inclination angle β0
is highlighted and, recalling Eq.(17),
∂ Ξ(q)
∂X
=
{
K [X(t)−∆] elastic device A,
−F dead load B,
(26)
while the N ×N elastic stiffness matrix K(N)
K(N) =

k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2 + k3 −k3
−k3 k3 + k4 . . .
. . .
. . . −kN−1
−kN−1 kN−1 + kN −kN
−kN kN

, (27)
is tridiagonal, symmetric and positive-definite. Moreover, it is also independent of the type of non-holonomic
constraint applied at the end of the structure and of the loading condition. It can be proven (this delicate proof is
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deferred to Appendix A) that the determinant of matrix (27) is given by the product of the N rotational stiffness
parameters kj , so that
detK(N) =
N∏
j=1
kj . (28)
Note that the loading condition in the specific case of a straight column with β0 = 0 is given by the (N + 1)–th
equation of system (25) where aN+1(0, 0) = 1, yielding
pQS =
{
K [∆−X] elastic device A,
F dead load B.
(29)
Under the quasi-static assumption the velocities are null and the non-holonomic constraint (1) is automatically
satisfied but the equilibrium equations (24), which still depend on the non-holonomic constraint through the
coefficients ak, contain N + 2 unknowns. As a consequence, the value of one of the generalized coordinates q
QS
k or
the reaction force pQS can be selected within a one-dimensional manifold of equilibrium states [28] and the remaining
unknowns solved using Eqs.(24). In other words, the columns admit an infinite set of quasi-static solutions.
As examples of multiple solutions, non-trivial equilibrium configurations are shown in Fig.7 for two columns
made up of N = 7 rigid bars and loaded through the horizontal spring (loading condition A). The two columns
differ in the dimensionless parameter KL∆/k, being equal to 0.1 (above) or 1.5 (below), and in the inclination
of the ‘skate’, β0 = pi/4 (above) or pi/2 (below). The two columns are loaded by a force K(X
QS − ∆), which is
prescribed through the application of both ∆ and XQS = 0.
Figure 7: Examples of non-unique (and non-trivial) equilibrium configurations for a column made up of N = 7
rigid bars and subject to the non-holonomic ‘skate’ constraint. Equilibrium has been solved by fixing both XQS = 0
and ∆, in particular, two pairs of non-unique solutions are reported for KL∆/k = 0.1 and β0 = pi/4 (upper part),
and KL∆/k = 1.5 and β0 = pi/2 (lower part).
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The straight configuration (with null rotation for all the bars, θQSk = 0) can be a solution of the equilibrium
equations (24) for both non-holonomic ‘skate’ and ‘violin’ bow constraints, at every inclination β0, in the following
cases:
• When β0 6= 0, the straight configuration is a solution whenever the reaction force at the non-holonomic
constraint is null (pQS = 0), corresponding to an unstressed column and which occurs when XQS = ∆ for the
elastic device A or when F = 0 for every value of XQS in the case of the dead loading B.
This statement can be proven by considering that the first N equations of the system (25) at qQS = 0 are
characterized by a non-null vector ak(0, β0) 6= 0, so that the trivial configuration corresponds to a null value
of the reaction force pQS = 0, and consequently to null external load ∂ Ξ/∂X = 0 (namely XQS = ∆ for the
device A or F = 0 for the device B), as shown by the (N + 1)-th equation of the system (25);
• When β0 = 0, the straight configuration is the unique equilibrium solution admitted by the system (24). The
proof of this statement can be demonstrated with equilibrium consideration; a formal proof is difficult and
deferred to Appendix B.
In contrast with the case β0 6= 0, now the reaction force provided by the non-holonomic constraint pQS may
be different from zero, so that the elastic chain in its straight configuration may be axially-stressed as the
result of the imposition of F or ∆ (when XQS 6= ∆).3
In the next Section, the stability is analyzed for a generic configuration of the elastic column subject to both
loading conditions A and B and both the non-holonomic constraints. The condition β0 = 0 finally restricts the
analysis to the trivial configuration qQS = 0 only, where rigid body motions are neglected by setting XQS = 0.
4 Linearized dynamics and stability of the column with non-holonomic systems
A first-order expansion of Eqs.(23) about a generic quasi-static solution in both the generalized coordinates qQS
and the Lagrangian multiplier pQS, therefore satisfying Eqs.(24), can be performed by assuming
q(t) = qQS + qˆ(t), p(t) = pQS + pˆ(t), (30)
where  is an arbitrarily small real parameter and {qˆ(t), pˆ(t)} is the set denoting the perturbation fields. From
the quasi-static nature of the configuration qQS, it follows that
q˙(t) =  ˙ˆq(t), q¨(t) = ¨ˆq(t). (31)
A Taylor series expansion of the Eqs.(23) about  = 0 yields the following linearized equations of motion for
the perturbed fields, which, removing the superscript ‘ ̂ ’, are expressed by{
Mq¨ + Cq˙ + (K + pQS G) q + pw = 0,
w · q˙ = 0,
(32)
as functions of the time-dependent ‘load’ perturbation p. M, C, and K are, respectively, the mass, damping and
elastic stiffness (symmetric and positive definite) matrices of dimension N + 1, while the geometric stiffness matrix
G is non-symmetric as influenced by the presence of the non-holonomic constraint reaction pQS. The vector w
is related to the linearized version of the non-holonomic constraint (9) or (14) for the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’,
respectively. A comparison with Eqs.(25) and (27) shows that the elastic stiffness matrices K and K(N) are related
through the second derivative of the function Ξ with respect to the generalized coordinate X [see Eqs.(16) and
(17)] as
K =
 K
(N) 0
0
∂2 Ξ(q)
∂X2
 where ∂2 Ξ(q)
∂X2
=
{
K for elastic device A,
0 for dead load B.
(33)
The geometric stiffness matrix G is the gradient of vector a(q, β0) calculated with respect to the generalized
coordinates vector q and evaluated at the generic quasi-static solution qQS
G =
∂ a(q, β0)
∂ q
∣∣∣∣
q=qQS
, (34)
3The fact that the straight configuration for β0 = 0 can be arbitrarily stressed is obvious. Formally, since ak(0, 0) = 0 but
aN+1(0, 0) 6= 0 for both the non-holonomic constraints, the first N equations of system (25) particularized for qQS = 0 are always
satisfied for any value of the reaction force pQS, which is given by ∂ Ξ/∂X and aN+1 through the (N + 1)-th equation in (25).
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and is strictly related to the choice of the non-holonomic constraint through coefficients ak given by Eqs.(10) and
(15) for the ‘skate’ or ‘violin bow’ constraint, respectively. Following the same notations adopted for K, the matrix
G can be represented as
G =
[
G(N) 0
g 0
]
where g =
{
[0, 0, ...., 0, − sin (θQSN + β0)] for the skate constraint,
0 for the violin bow constraint.
(35)
where G(N) is a N × N matrix and g is a N -component vector. The expressions for the N × N non-symmetric
and singular geometric stiffness matrices for the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints, respectively denoted by G(N)S
and G(N)V , are
G(N)S =

−γS,1 γS,1
−γS,2 γS,2
. . .
...
−γS,N−1 γS,N−1
0
 , G(N)V =

−γV,1
−γV,2
. . .
−γV,N−1
γV,1 γV,2 . . . γV,N−1 0
 (36)
where the only non-vanishing components lie on the diagonal and on the N -th column (N -th row) for the ‘skate’
(‘violin bow’) constraint. The coefficients γS,i and γV,i are given by
γS,i = li cos (θ
QS
N + β0 − θQSi ) , γV,i = li cos (β0 − θQSi ) , ∀i = 1, ..., N − 1,
while γS,N = γV,N = 0.
A property that will be useful later, holding for every (null or non-null) value of β0, is the following (the proof
is deferred to Appendix C)
det
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)
= det
(
K(N)
)
=
N∏
j=1
kj . (37)
The symmetric and positive-definite mass and damping matrices defined in Eq.(32) can be rewritten as
M =
[
M(N) m
mᵀ mˆ
]
, C =
[
C(N) c
cᵀ cˆ
]
(38)
where M(N) and C(N) are N ×N matrices, m and c are N−component column vectors, both dependent on vector
qQS, and mˆ and cˆ are positive real numbers depending on the mass and damping coefficients acting along the X
generalized coordinate. Moreover, the superscript ‘ ᵀ ’ denotes the transpose operator. It is obvious that M and C
are independent of the choice of both the non-holonomic constraint (skate or violin bow) and the loading condition
(elastic device A or dead load B).
Finally, the N−component column vector w expressing the non-holonomic constraint, linearized about a generic
quasi-static solution qQS, is given by
w =
 [l1 sin (θ
QS
N + β0 − θQS1 ) , l2 sin (θQSN + β0 − θQS2 ) , ....., lN sin (β0) , cos (θQSN + β0)]ᵀ skate,
[l1 sin (β0 − θQS1 ) , ....., lN−1 sin
(
β0 − θQSN−1
)
, L sinβ0 −
∑N−1
i=1 li sin (β0 − θQSi ) , cosβ0]ᵀ violin bow.
(39)
For convenience, the vector w is rewritten in the following form
w = [w(N), wN+1]
ᵀ (40)
where w(N) is the vector collecting the first N components of w.
Assuming time-harmonic perturbations qk = Ake
ωt and p = Ape
ωt, the differential system (32) reduces to[
Mω2 + Cω + K + pQS G w
ωwᵀ 0
]
A = 0, (41)
where vector A collects the unknown N + 2 amplitudes
A = [A1, A2, ...., AN , AN+1, Ap]
ᵀ, (42)
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and the singularity of the matrix defined by Eq.(41) provides the value of ω for which non-null perturbations A 6= 0
exist.
Because all the coefficients in the last row of the matrix in Eq.(41) are linear in ω, the trivial eigenvalue ω = 0 is
always a solution of the problem. According to Neimark and Fufaev [28], this peculiarity is usual in non-holonomic
systems, so that the trivial eigenvalue is omitted in order to perform the stability analysis of the configurations
belonging to the manifold of equilibrium states. The stability is lost when the determinant of the relevant matrix
in Eq.(41) vanishes,
det
[
Mω2 + Cω + K + pQS G w
wᵀ 0
]
= 0, (43)
a condition depending on the non-holonomic reaction pQS, related through the (N + 1)–th equation of the system
(25) to the displacement ∆ (loading condition A) or the dead load F (loading condition B).
Due to the fact that the last row and column of the matrix appearing in Eq.(43) are independent of the
eigenvalue ω, the vanishing of its determinant provides a polynomial equation in ω of order m = 2N , with real
coefficients ρj (j = 0, ...,m) in the form
ρ0 ω
m + ρ1 ω
m−1 + ... + ρm−1 ω + ρm = 0, (44)
where in the specific case of null damping forces (C = 0) all the terms ρj with odd index j are equal to zero.
Two equivalent techniques can be exploited to assess the stability of configurations belonging to the manifold of
equilibrium states. The first technique is based on the direct evaluation of the eigenvalues ω, so that a configuration
is stable if the real part of every eigenvalue ω is non-positive. The other technique is the Routh-Hurwitz criterion,
which, for ρ0 > 0 in Eq.(44), relates stability to the positiveness of every determinant Di of the square matrix Hi
(i = 1, ...,m) defined as the upper-left corner square matrix of rank i of the Hurwitz matrix Hm, defined as
Hm =

ρ1 ρ0 0 · · · 0
ρ3 ρ2 ρ1 ρ0 0 · · · 0
ρ5 ρ4 ρ3 ρ2 ρ1 ρ0 0 · · · 0
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
ρ2m−1 ρ2m−2 · · · ρm

. (45)
It is worth noting that the direct inspection of the eigenvalues is of difficult use, as analytical expressions for
eigenvalues are hardly obtained for systems with many degrees of freedom N .
The determinant condition (43) is strongly influenced by both the choice of the non-holonomic constraint,
through the geometric stiffness matrix G and vector w, and the choice of the loading conditions, through the
term Ξ appearing in the stiffness matrix (33). Therefore, critical loads for β0 6= 0 depend on the quasi-static
configuration under consideration, on the type of non-holonomic constraint, and on the loading conditions.
4.1 Buckling
Buckling is a quasi-static bifurcation of the equilibrium path driven by a slow increase in either ∆ or F , providing
a slow variation in the non-holonomic reaction pQS. Therefore, buckling can be determined by setting the inertial
terms to zero, ω = 0, in Eq.(44), thus imposing the condition ρm = 0. Once p
QS
cr is evaluated, ∆cr or Fcr follow
from the last equation of the system (25).
The buckling conditions ρm = 0 for a generic quasi-static configuration is expanded in the Appendix D for
both the non-holonomic constraints and both the loading conditions at the initial end. An interesting result is
found, namely, that buckling loads are excluded for all possible trivial or non-trivial solutions for the ‘violin bow’
constraint with prescribed force F , case (B), a result which is not obvious for β0 6= 0.
For β0 = 0 and for all considered non-holonomic constraints and loading conditions, the trivial configuration
(qQS = 0) is the unique quasi-static solution (see Appendix B). Such statement leads to the obvious conclusion
that buckling loads are absent, which is confirmed by the fact that the components of the vector w always reduce
to
w(N) = 0, wN+1 = 1, (46)
so that the buckling condition ρm = 0 becomes
det
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)
= 0, (47)
which is never satisfied as condition (37) holds true.
Buckling will not be further considered in the following and the stability analysis will be restricted to the
straight configuration of the column with β0 = 0.
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4.2 Flutter and divergence instabilities for the straight column with β0 = 0
For every specific chain composed by N rigid bars, it is proven now that all the critical loads (for flutter and
divergence instability) are the same for both considered non-holonomic constraints (of the ‘skate’ or ‘violin bow’
type) in the case β0 = 0. This statement can be proven by considering the Eq.(36), where in the case β0 = 0 the
coefficients γi for both ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints become the same γS,i = γV,i = li, so that
GS = G
ᵀ
V and G
(N)
S = G
(N)ᵀ
V , (48)
and therefore the geometric stiffness matrix for the ‘skate’ constraint is equal to the transpose of the geometric
stiffness matrix for the ‘violin bow’ constraint. Due to the Eqs.(46), the determinant condition (43) reduces to
det
[
M(N)ω2 + C(N)ω +K(N) + pQSG(N)
]
= 0, (49)
where the symmetric matrices M(N), C(N) and K(N) do not depend on the type of non-holonomic constraint. The
property of the determinant det B = det Bᵀ closes the proof. In fact, the critical loads for both ‘skate’ and ‘violin
bow’ constraints in the case β0 = 0 are the same because the related characteristic polynomial is provided by the
same determinant condition (49).
In the following, the analysis will be restricted to a double pendulum N = 2.
5 The double pendulum subject to the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints
The geometric and inertial properties are considered for simplicity coincident for the two bars, so that {li, mi, di} =
{l, m, d} (i = 1, 2) and L = 2l, with a total mass M = 2m. By introducing the characteristic time T = L√M/k
of the structure and the stiffness k = k2 for the rotational springs, the following dimensionless quantities can be
introduced
χ =
X
L
, ∆˜ =
∆
L
, d˜ =
d
l
, l˜ =
l
L
=
1
2
, τ =
t
T
, p˜ =
pL
k
, F˜ =
FL
k
,
M˜X =
MX
M
, M˜L =
ML
M
, m˜ =
m
M
=
1
2
, I˜r,L =
Ir,L
L2M
, K˜ =
KL2
k
, k˜1 =
k1
k
,
c˜e =
ceL
2
√
kM
, c˜t,L =
ct,LL√
kM
, c˜r,L =
cr,L
L
√
kM
, c˜i =
ci
L
√
kM
,
(50)
and
Ξ˜ =

1
2
K˜
[
χ(τ)− ∆˜
]2
for elastic device A,
−F˜ χ(τ) for dead loading B.
(51)
Henceforth, the superimposed dot ‘ ˙ ’ denotes the derivative with respect to the dimensionless time τ . For both
cases of the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ non-holonomic constraints, the dimensionless expression for the non-linear
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equations of motion (23) is given by
0 =
c˜e
8
(
4
3
θ˙1 +
1
2
θ˙2 cos(θ1 − θ2)− 3 sin θ1χ˙
)
+
+c˜i
(
2θ˙1 − θ˙2
)
+
c˜t,L
4
(
θ˙1 + θ˙2 cos(θ1 − θ2)− 2 sin θ1χ˙
)
+
+
1
8
[
4d˜2θ¨1 + d˜ θ¨2 cos(θ1 − θ2) + d˜ θ˙22 sin(θ1 − θ2)− 2χ¨
(
d˜ sin θ1 + sin θ2
)
+ θ¨1 − 2 θ˙2 cos θ2χ˙
]
+
+
M˜L
4
(
θ¨1 + θ¨2 cos(θ1 − θ2) + θ˙22 sin(θ1 − θ2)− 2 sin θ1χ¨
)
+ p˜ a˜1 + (1 + k˜1)θ1 − θ2 ,
0 =
c˜e
8
(
1
2
θ˙1 cos(θ1 − θ2) + 1
3
θ˙2 − sin θ2χ˙
)
+
+c˜r,L θ˙2 + c˜i
(
θ˙2 − θ˙1
)
+
c˜t,L
4
(
θ˙1 cos(θ1 − θ2) + θ˙2 − 1
2
sin θ2χ˙
)
+
+
1
8
(
d˜2θ¨2 + d˜ θ¨1 cos(θ1 − θ2)− d˜ θ˙21 sin(θ1 − θ2)− 2d˜ sin θ2χ¨+ 2 θ˙1 cos θ2χ˙
)
+I˜r,Lθ¨2+
+
M˜L
4
(
θ¨1 cos(θ1 − θ2)− θ˙21 sin(θ1 − θ2) + θ¨2 − 2 sin θ2χ¨
)
+ p˜ a˜2 + θ2 − θ1 ,
0 =
c˜e
8
(
8χ˙− 3 θ˙1 sin θ1 − θ˙2 sin θ2
)
+
c˜t,L
2
(
2χ˙− θ˙1 sin θ1 − θ˙2 sin θ2
)
+ M˜X χ¨+
+
1
4
(
4χ¨− d˜ θ¨1 sin θ1 − d˜ θ˙21 cos θ1 − d˜ θ¨2 sin θ2 − d˜ θ˙22 cos θ2 − θ¨1 sin θ2 − θ˙1θ˙2 cos θ2
)
+
+
M˜L
2
(
2χ¨− θ¨1 sin θ1 − θ˙21 cos θ1 − θ¨2 sin θ2 − θ˙22 cos θ2
)
+ p˜ a˜3 +
∂ Ξ˜
∂ χ
,
0 = a˜1 θ˙1 + a˜2 θ˙2 + a˜3χ˙ ,
(52a)
(52b)
(52c)
(52d)
where {χ, θ1, θ2} are functions of the dimensionless time τ . Note that Eqs. (52) represent the (dimensionless)
generalization of the Eqs.(2) when viscosities are taken into account. Moreover, Eqs.(52) can be directly applied
to both the introduced non-holonomic constraints and loading conditions.
The dimensionless non-holonomic constraint (52d) is expressed through coefficients a˜i representing the dimen-
sionless coefficients of Eqs.(10) and (15). In particular, the coefficients a˜i are expressed
• for the ‘skate’ non-holonomic constraint by
a˜1 =
1
2
sin(β0 − θ1 + θ2), a˜2 = 1
2
sin(β0), a˜3 = cos(β0 + θ2), (53)
• for the ‘violin bow’ non-holonomic constraint by
a˜1 =
1
2
sin(β0 − θ1), a˜2 = sin(β0)− 1
2
sin(β0 − θ1), a˜3 = cos(β0). (54)
Henceforth, the analysis is restricted to the case when β0 = 0, corresponding to the non-holonomic counterpart
of the Ziegler and Reut double pendulums. The mass M, damping C and elastic stiffness K matrices in Eqs.(32)
can easily be evaluated for the trivial equilibrium solution qQS = 0 and β0 = 0. Their dimensionless counterparts
can be written as
M˜
(2)
=
 18
(
d˜2 + 1 + 2M˜L
)
1
8 (d˜+ 2M˜L) 0
1
8 (d˜+ 2M˜L) I˜r,L +
1
8 (d˜
2 + 2M˜L) 0
0 0 M˜X + 1 + M˜L
 , (55)
C˜
(2)
=
 2 c˜i +
1
4 c˜t,L +
1
6 c˜e
1
4 c˜t,L +
1
16 c˜e − c˜i 0
1
4 c˜t,L +
1
16 c˜e − c˜i c˜r,L + c˜i + 14 c˜t,L + 124 c˜e 0
0 0 c˜t,L + c˜e
 , (56)
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K˜
(2)
=

1 + k˜1 −1 0
−1 1 0
0 0
∂2 Ξ˜
∂ χ2
 . (57)
The difference between the ‘skate’ and the ‘violin bow’ non-holonomic constraints lies in their respective geomet-
ric stiffness matrices GS and GV , which for β0 = 0 are one the transpose of the other, Eq.(48). The dimensionless
expression for these matrices is
G˜
(2)
S = G˜
(2) ᵀ
V =
1
2
 −1 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 . (58)
The characteristic polynomial defining the stability properties for both the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ non-
holonomic constraints, Eq.(49), for a system of two rods (N = 2) with β0 = 0 becomes
det
[
M˜(2)Ω2 + C˜(2)Ω + K˜(2) + p˜QSG˜(2)
]
= 0, (59)
where Ω = ω T is the dimensionless eigenvalue and M˜(2), C˜(2), K˜(2) and G˜(2) are the 2 × 2 upper-left corner
partitions of matrices (55), (56), (57) and (58), respectively.
As a consequence of the determinant property det B = det Bᵀ (holding for every matrix B), the same eigenvalues
leading to the vanishing of the determinant (59), and therefore the same critical loads, are obtained for both non-
holonomic constraints of the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ type.
Note that the dimensionless mass M˜X of the sliding block does not appear in the mass matrix M˜(2), Eq.(55),
so that it does not influence the value of the critical loads.
Eq.(59) leads to a 4th-order polynomial equation in the dimensionless eigenvalues Ω,
ρ0 Ω
4 + ρ1Ω
3 + ρ2Ω
2 + ρ3Ω + ρ4 = 0, (60)
where coefficients ρi (i = 0, ..., 4) can be evaluated through the Cayley-Hamilton theorem as (details are deferred
to Appendix E, while the explicit expression for ρi is included in the Supplementary Material)
ρ0 = det M˜(2), ρ1 = trM˜(2) trC˜(2) − tr
[
M˜(2)C˜(2)
]
, ρ2 = trM˜(2) trK˜(2)Tot − tr
[
M˜(2)K˜(2)Tot
]
+ det C˜(2),
ρ3 = trC˜(2) trK˜(2)Tot − tr
[
C˜(2)K˜(2)Tot
]
, ρ4 = det K˜(2)Tot = det K˜(2),
(61)
where ‘tr’ defines the trace operator and the following definition has been used
K˜(2)Tot = K˜
(2) + p˜QSG˜(2). (62)
The coefficients ρ0 and ρ4 are assumed to be always greater than zero, a condition expressing a non-vanishing
determinant for the matrices M˜(2) and K˜(2), respectively. Such assumption is automatically satisfied when k˜1 > 0
and at least one of the positive input parameters d˜, M˜L and I˜r,L is different from zero. Moreover, the coefficient
ρ1 is always greater than zero when at least one viscosity parameter takes a non null value.
The eigenvalues Ω of the characteristic equation(60) can be therefore analyzed as functions of the reaction p˜QS
of the non-holonomic constraint.
It is important to remark that the polynomial (60), obtained for the visco-elastic double pendulum subject
to the non-holonomic constraint, coincides with the corresponding equation holding when a non-conservative load
(of the Ziegler or Reut type) is applied, so that all the instability thresholds –flutter and divergence– are shared
between the non-conservative systems and their conservative counterparts subject to non-holonomic constraint.
Therefore,
the presence of non-holonomic constraints may induce flutter and divergence instabilities in mechanical systems
subject to conservative loads, a circumstance usually considered impossible.
Flutter instability. According to Ziegler [35], the Hurwitz matrix H4 for N = 2, Eq.(45) with m = 4, is equal
to
H4 =

ρ1 ρ0 0 0
ρ3 ρ2 ρ1 ρ0
0 ρ4 ρ3 ρ2
0 0 0 ρ4
 . (63)
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Because ρ1 = D1 and ρ4 are strictly positive, and considering that D4 = ρ4D3, that the stability condition is
given by the two following inequalities{
D2 = ρ1 ρ2 − ρ0 ρ3 > 0,
D3 = (ρ1 ρ2 − ρ0 ρ3) ρ3 − ρ21 ρ4 > 0. (64)
The imposition of the two inequalities (64) is equivalent to impose only that related to the determinant D3 subject
to the condition of positive values for the coefficients ρ2 and ρ3. Therefore, the critical flutter load p˜
QS
flu is given by
the condition
(ρ1 ρ2 − ρ0 ρ3) ρ3 − ρ21 ρ4 = 0, ρ2 > 0, ρ3 > 0. (65)
Divergence instability. Considering the real part of the eigenvalues Ω, the bifurcation for divergence can be
obtained as the roots of a fifth-order polynomial in the non-dimensional reaction p˜QS (see Appendix F for details)
given by [
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(
ρ21 ρ4 + ρ0 ρ
2
3
)− 9 ρ2(8 ρ0 ρ4 + ρ1 ρ3) + 2 ρ32]2 − 4 (ρ22 − 3 ρ1 ρ3 + 12 ρ0 ρ4)3 = 0. (66)
The real roots p˜QS of Eq.(66) can be exploited to investigate the divergence load corresponding to vanishing
imaginary parts of the eigenvalues. The divergence load p˜QSdiv can be therefore analytically computed as a root of
Eq.(66) corresponding to at least a couple of positive eigenvalues Ω. Moreover, the Eq.(66) is a quintic in the
non-holonomic constraint reaction for the general case and a quartic in the special case c˜e = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0 and
c˜i 6= 0.
5.1 Critical load for flutter and divergence in the ideal case of null dissipation
In the ideal case of null dissipation, when all the damping forces are absent (C˜(2) = 0) ‘from the beginning’, the
eigenvalues Ω can be evaluated as
Ω = ±
√√√√√±
√(
trM˜(2) trK˜(2)Tot − tr
[
M˜(2)K˜(2)Tot
])2
− 4 det M˜(2) det K˜(2) −
(
trM˜(2) trK˜(2)Tot − tr
[
M˜(2)K˜(2)Tot
])
2 det M˜(2)
, (67)
so that the critical load p˜QS for flutter and divergence instabilities can be computed through the Eq.(66) in the
case ρ1 = ρ3 = 0 (for which the Eq.(65) is automatically satisfied)(
trM˜(2) trK˜(2)Tot − tr
[
M˜(2)K˜(2)Tot
])2
− 4 det M˜(2) det K˜(2) = 0, (68)
The instability loads corresponding to flutter p˜QSflu and divergence p˜
QS
div can be written introducing the following
notation
p˜QSflu = P0(ξ), p˜QSdiv = D0(ξ), (69)
where the subscript ‘0’ denotes the absence of damping coefficients within the mathematical model from the
beginning and ξ = [d˜, M˜L, I˜r,L, k˜1] is the vector collecting all the input parameters describing the magnitude and
distribution of mass and stiffness of the system. Using the above notation, it follows that{ P0(ξ)
D0(ξ)
}
= 2
d˜2(k˜1 + 2) + 2d˜+ 8I˜r,L(k˜1 + 1) + 2(k˜1 + 4)M˜L + 1
d˜2 + d˜+ 8I˜r,L + 4M˜L
∓4
√
k˜1
(
d˜4 + 8d˜2I˜r,L + 2M˜L(2(d˜− 1)d˜+ 8I˜r,L + 1) + 8I˜r,L
)
d˜2 + d˜+ 8I˜r,L + 4M˜L
.
(70)
The eigenvalues Ω for the ideal undamped double pendulum are investigated in Fig. 8. Assuming d˜ = 1/2,
M˜L = 15, I˜r,L = 15, k˜1 = 50, or equivalently ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50], two different representations for the real
and imaginary parts of Ω are shown as functions of the dimensionless load p˜QS. The figure shows the presence
of two critical loads corresponding to flutter (complex conjugate eigenvalues) and divergence (real eigenvalues)
instabilities, which can be calculated from Eq.(70) as
P0(ξˆ) = 20
723
(
3102−
√
120482
)
≈ 76.2073, D0(ξˆ) = 20
723
(
3102 +
√
120482
)
≈ 95.4109. (71)
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Figure 8: Flutter and divergence loads for a (conservative) elastic double pendulum, subject to a non-holonomic
constraint and loaded through compression of a linear spring. Real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Ω
are reported as functions of the load p˜QS. The ideal undamped case is considered, assuming d˜ = 1/2, M˜L = 15,
I˜r,L = 15, k˜1 = 50.
5.2 The damped case and the Ziegler destabilization paradox for structures subject to non-
holonomic constraints
The introduction of viscous dissipative forces in the model of structures subject to non-conservative forces leads
to the well-known ‘Ziegler destabilization paradox’ [7, 16, 17, 18, 34]. The paradox consists in a substantial (and
unexpected) decrease in the critical load for flutter instability when a small damping is introduced. Furthermore,
such critical load remains lower than the ideal one P0 (evaluated considering null viscosity ‘from the beginning’,
Eq.(70)) even in the limit of vanishing viscosity.
In order to assess the existence of such a paradox in the presence of non-holonomic constraints, the critical loads
for the double pendulum are obtained keeping into account all the four damping sources introduced in the governing
equations of motion. The evaluation of the critical loads causing flutter instabilities can be obtained analytically
by means of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion (case m = 4) through the evaluation of the minor determinants of (63),
and in particular via Eq.(65).
In order to evaluate the critical load of flutter and divergence by considering the effect of the four damping
coefficients at the same time, the following notation is introduced
p˜QSflu = Pd(c, ξ), p˜QSdiv = Dd(c, ξ), (72)
where the subscript ‘d’ highlights the presence of dissipation, while c = {c˜t,L, c˜r,L, c˜i, c˜e} is the dissipation vector
collecting the four viscosity parameters of the system. The dissipation vector can be represented as c = rϕ, where
r ≥ 0 measures the dissipation magnitude while ϕ collects the direction cosines within the four-dimensional space
defined by c
ϕ =

cosφ1
sinφ1 cosφ2
sinφ1 sinφ2 cosφ3
sinφ1 sinφ2 sinφ3
 . (73)
The three angles φ1, φ2 and φ3 are restricted to range from 0 to pi/2 for limiting the dissipation parameters to
non-negative values, so that the critical load for flutter (72)1 can be alternatively expressed as
Pd = Pd(r, φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ). (74)
Eq.(73) allows to take limits for the vanishing of any number of damping coefficients, ranging from 1 to 4. The
limits for vanishing viscosities obtained keeping some of them fixed and the others tending to zero provide the
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same flutter loads that can be obtained by neglecting from the beginning the damping sources made to vanish, so
that that there is no paradox. Therefore, the Ziegler paradox only occurs in the case when all the damping sources
are made to vanish.
The limit value P∗d for the flutter load Pd, calculated when all 4 viscosities vanish, can be calculated by taking
the limit for r → 0, namely,
P∗d (φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ) = lim
r→0
Pd(r, φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ). (75)
The symbolic expression of P∗d for a generic direction ϕ and input parameters ξ (reported in Supplementary
Material) is cumbersome so that a direct proof of specific behaviours becomes awkward. Nevertheless, based on a
very large number of parametric analyses for the vector ϕ, the following features were always found to be verified:
• The limit flutter load P∗d strongly depends on the direction ϕ and is never higher than the ideal flutter load
P0 found for the undamped system, Eq.(70), namely,
P∗d (φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ) ≤ P0(ξ), (76)
where, because damping coefficients are non-negative, the equality sign can be attained only for specific
directions ϕ.
The minimum value for the critical flutter load is always the smallest of the four ones evaluated taking the
limit of only one vanishing viscosity (while the remaining three are assumed null),
min
φ1, φ2, φ3
{P∗d (φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ)} ≡ min{P∗d (0, 0, 0, ξ), P∗d (pi/2, 0, 0, ξ), P∗d (pi/2, pi/2, 0, ξ), P∗d (pi/2, pi/2, pi/2, ξ)}.
(77)
Differently, the maximum value can either be the maximum over the 4 mentioned values or P0, the latter
obtained along special directions ϕ.
• The limit of the divergence load is independent of the direction ϕ and equal to the ideal divergence load D0
obtained for the system with no damping ‘from the beginning’,
D0(ξ) = lim
r→0
Dd(r, φ1, φ2, φ3, ξ), (78)
so that, in other words, no paradox is present for divergence instability load.
In the following paragraphs, the analytical expressions for the critical flutter load are reported for the four specific
cases where only one and two damping sources are present. Such equations are introduced to illustrate the different
effects of dissipative sources on instability and to show that a viscosity-independent Ziegler paradox may exist.
5.2.1 Influence of one damping source
The influence of each dissipation source on the flutter loads is now analyzed in detail, while the remaining three
sources are considered null.
Internal damping c˜i (c˜e = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0). The flutter load can be evaluated through the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion, Eq.(65), providing the expression for the critical load Pd(c˜i, ξ) as a function of the internal damping
coefficient and the input parameters ξ = [d˜, M˜L, I˜r,L, k˜1]. The exact solution is reported in the Supplementary
Material, together with the specific case of vanishing damping, c˜i → 0. The limit value shows (the proof was
obtained using the command Reduce of MathematicaR©) the occurrence of the Ziegler paradox for every values of
ξ, so that the critical load for flutter is never higher than that related to the ideal case of null damping ‘from the
beginning’.
Assuming ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50] as considered in Fig.8, the value of the critical load of flutter is given by
Pd(c˜i, ξˆ) = 64
723
c˜2i +
4410529058
57927483
,
showing the existence of the Ziegler paradox as Pd(c˜i → 0, ξˆ) ≈ 76.1388. The divergence load can be analytically
evaluated through Eq.(66), which is now a quartic in the load, leading to (78) for vanishing viscosity ci → 0, thus
excluding Ziegler paradox for divergence.
The real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues, solutions of the fourth-order polynomial Eq.(60), are reported
in Fig.9 as functions of the dimensionless reaction load p˜QS in the particular case c˜i = 1.5. Note that the critical
loads for flutter and divergence instabilities are Pd ≈ 76.338 and Dd ≈ 108.916 respectively.
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Figure 9: Flutter and divergence loads for a visco-elastic double pendulum, subject to a non-holonomic constraint
and loaded through compression of a linear spring. Real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues Ω are reported
as functions of the load p˜QS. The structure is the same reported in Fig.8, except that now viscosity is present,
c˜i = 1.5 and c˜e = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0.
External damping c˜e (c˜i = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0). The flutter load can be evaluated through the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion, Eq.(65), providing the expression for the critical load Pd(c˜e, ξ) as a function of the external damping
coefficient c˜e and the parameters ξ = [d˜, M˜L, I˜r,L, k˜1]. The expression of the critical load Pd(c˜e, ξ) as a function
of the external damping and the specific load for c˜e → 0 is reported in the Supplementary Material. Such limit
load P∗d is never higher than the ideal load P0 for any combination of the coefficients ξ.
Assuming the values ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50] used to generate Fig.8, the critical load for flutter can be calculated
to be
Pd(c˜e, ξˆ) = 11566752096 + 25235c˜
2
e − 721
√
245 (5c˜2e + 1465344) c˜
2
e + 40956144431616
169589580
,
showing the existence of the Ziegler paradox Pd(c˜e → 0, ξˆ) ≈ 40.9964 (while the divergence load again does not
show any Ziegler paradox).
It is also worth mentioning the limiting behaviour of the flutter load for infinite value of viscosity c˜e → ∞,
which (differently from the limit values obtained with infinite values of internal viscosity c˜i) remains finite,
lim
c˜e→∞
Pd(c˜e, ξ) = 4(k˜1 + 8)
5
, (79)
so that the external damping cannot eliminate flutter instability. Eq.(79) reveals that for k˜1 = 50 the dimensionless
critical load at infinite external viscosity is approximately 46.4, smaller than the ideal case, so that the critical
load calculated for ξ = ξˆ and c˜e ≥ 0 is always inferior to the ideal case for every value of viscosity. The proof of
the aforementioned property is obtained through the command Reduce of MathematicaR©.
Non-holonomic constraint with translational damping c˜t,L (c˜i = c˜e = c˜r,L = 0). The presence of the
translational damping c˜t,L at the non-holonomic constraint leads to the following statement:
the value of the flutter load is independent of the translational damping coefficient and is never higher than that
calculated for the ideal undamped case.
This form of dissipation paradox has never been previously encountered and is denoted here as ‘viscosity-independent
Ziegler paradox’.
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In particular, according to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion (65), the flutter load is equal to
Pd(c˜t,L, ξ) = P∗d (0, 0, 0, ξ) =

2k˜1((d˜− 1)d˜+ 8I˜r,L)
8I˜r,L − 1
+ 4, if (d˜− 1)d˜k˜1 + 8I˜r,L(k˜1 + 2) < 2,
16I˜r,L − 2
(d˜− 1)d˜+ 8I˜r,L
+ k˜1, otherwise,
(80)
(expressions obtained using Mathematica R©) leading (through the command Reduce) to the conclusion that the
critical load is independent of c˜t,L and never higher than the critical load P0, Eq.(70), for the ideal case without
damping. Assuming ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50], the following value of the critical load is obtained
P∗d (0, 0, 0, ξˆ) =
24902
479
≈ 51.9875 < 76.2073,
which is lower than the corresponding value for the undamped system, so that the Ziegler’s destabilization paradox
again occurs. Eq.(66) leads to a fifth-order polynomial in the loading parameter p˜QS that can be exploited in order
to evaluate the analytical divergence load. Also in this case the divergence load as a function of the damping
parameter c˜t,L tends to the ideal case for vanishing viscosity, so that no destabilization paradox for the divergence
is observed.
Non-holonomic constraint with rotational damping c˜r,L (c˜i = c˜e = c˜t,L = 0). In the presence of only the
rotational damping at the non-holonomic constraint c˜r,L, again the critical flutter load results to be independent
of this damping coefficient and never higher than the value obtained for the ideal system without damping. In
particular, Eq.(65) leads to
Pd(c˜r,L, ξ) = P∗d
(pi
2
, 0, 0, ξ
)
=
2
(
d˜2 + d˜k˜1 + d˜+ 2(k˜1 + 2)M˜L + 1
)
d˜2 + d˜+ 4M˜L + 1
, (81)
which is independent of c˜r,L and never higher than the critical load (70) of the ideal case without damping. The
proof of this statement was obtained using the command Reduce of the commercial code Mathematica R©. Assuming
ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50], the following value of the critical load for flutter is obtained
P∗d
(pi
2
, 0, 0, ξˆ
)
=
12694
247
≈ 51.3927 < 76.2073,
which is remarkably lower than the value obtained in the undamped case, thus confirming again the Ziegler paradox.
Again the divergence load tends to the value of the ideal undamped system for vanishing viscosity, so that no
destabilization paradox for the divergence is observed.
5.2.2 Influence on stability of two damping coefficients
Two examples related to the simultaneous presence of two damping coefficients are presented to highlight the
disappearance of the Ziegler paradox when specific directions ϕ are considered. Such condition is strictly related
to the specific choice of the vector of parameters ξ, for instance it can be achieved with ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50] but
it can not with ξˇ = [1/10, 1/10, 0, 1].
Combined effect of internal and external damping {c˜i, c˜e} 6= 0 (ct,L = c˜r,L) = 0. This case has also
been analyzed for the Ziegler’s double pendulum in [32, 29]. The two non-null viscosities can be parametrized
through c˜e = r sinφ3, c˜i = r cosφ3 (so that r =
√
c˜2e + c˜
2
i ) and the related critical flutter load (reported in the
Supplementary Material) can be evaluated through the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. The behaviour of the flutter load,
when varying the magnitude r and angle φ3, is shown in Fig.10 (left) for ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50]. Its limit value for
vanishing both viscosities (r → 0) along any direction φ3 is given by
P ∗d
(pi
2
,
pi
2
, φ3, ξˆ
)
=
4
5
(
576 cotφ3(57927483 cotφ3 + 10504342) + 240974002
54519984 cotφ3 + 2826493
− 3
√
2(12568 cotφ3 + 721)
√
34704 cotφ3(11283138 cotφ3 − 711833) + 987561353
54519984 cotφ3 + 2826493
)
,
(82)
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whose maximization yields
max
φ3
{
P ∗d
(pi
2
,
pi
2
, φ3, ξˆ
)}
≡ P ∗d
(pi
2
,
pi
2
, φ3 ≈ 0.995, ξˆ
)
≡ P0
(
ξˆ
)
, (83)
namely, the maximum value of the critical flutter load is coincident with that of ideal case of null viscosity (further
details can be found in the Supplementary Material).
The combined effect of translational and rotational damping for non-holonomic constraints {c˜t,L, c˜r,L} 6=
0 (c˜i = c˜e = 0). The parametrization of the two non-null viscosity parameters as c˜r,L = r sinφ1, c˜t,L = r cosφ1
(so that r =
√
c˜2r,L + c˜
2
t,L) leads to the critical flutter load. For the sake of conciseness, the related expression is
reported in the Supplementary Material.
The behaviour of the flutter load, when varying the magnitude r and angle φ1, is shown in Fig.10 (right) for
ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50]. Its limit value for vanishing both viscosities (r → 0) along any direction φ1 is given by
P∗d
(
φ1, 0, 0, ξˆ
)
=
440805 cos(2φ1)− 3(8854828 sin(2φ1) + 6098513)
6534 cos(2φ1)− 288272 sin(2φ1)− 234538
+
(250 sinφ1 + 241 cosφ1)
√
632330074− 423120376 sin(2φ1)− 12220470 cos(2φ1)
6534 cos(2φ1)− 288272 sin(2φ1)− 234538 ,
(84)
whose maximization provides, similarly to the previous case,
max
φ1
{
P∗d
(
φ1, 0, 0, ξˆ
)}
≡ P∗d
(
φ1 ≈ 0.771, 0, 0, ξˆ
)
≡ P0
(
ξˆ
)
. (85)
Further details are available in the Supplementary Material.
Note in Fig.10 (right) the two red lines showing an example of the ‘viscosity-independent Ziegler paradox’,
namely the critical load is constant for every modulus r when φ1 = 0 (c˜r,L = 0) or when φ1 = pi/2 (c˜t,L = 0).
Figure 10: (Left) Critical load Pd for flutter instability in a double visco-elastic pendulum with internal c˜i = r cosφ3
and external c˜e = r sinφ3 viscosities (but ct,L = c˜r,L = 0), as a function of the modulus r =
√
c˜2i + c˜
2
e and of the
angular parameter φ3 (φ1 = φ2 = 0). The ideal critical load P0 is recovered in the limit of vanishing viscosity only
for φ¯3 ≈ 0.995. (Right) As for the left part, but with translational c˜t,L = r cosφ1 and rotational c˜r,L = r sinφ1
viscosities (while c˜i = c˜e = 0), r =
√
c˜2t,L + c˜
2
r,L and angular parameter φ1. The ideal critical load P0 is recovered
in the limit of vanishing viscosity only for φ¯1 ≈ 0.771. The ‘viscosity-independent Ziegler paradox’ is highlighted
by red lines, corresponding to a constant flutter load.
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6 Post-critical behaviour and limit cycles
The linearized eigenvalue analysis so far developed shows that the straight configuration of the visco-elastic double
pendulum is always stable (unstable) for loads smaller (higher) than the critical value for flutter, but nothing can
be said about stability at the critical load and also on the stability of the post-critical dynamics involving large
displacements.
The post-critical behaviour has been analyzed numerically to show that, in the presence of dissipation, limit
cycles can be attained only through application of a dead load F (condition B), while loading with the external
elastic device (condition A) always realizes a decaying motion. The latter behaviour is shown in Fig.11 through
the integration of the non-linear equations of motion for a triple visco-elastic pendulum. The elastic column is
loaded through a linear spring compressed beyond the flutter load, while the initial conditions θi(0) = 10
−7 and
θ˙i(0) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) have been imposed for the bars’ rotation and velocity, respectively. The structure is defined
by ξ¯ = [1/2, 1, 0, 10], K˜ = 40, ∆˜ = 0.2 and c˜i = 0.2.
Figure 11: Post-critical behaviour (in terms of time evolution of the bars’ rotations θi and of the global horizontal
displacement χ) for a visco-elastic triple (N = 3) pendulum subject to the non-holonomic ‘skate’ constraint and
loaded through a linear elastic device. The dynamic instability occurs as the compressive force exceeds a critical
value, thus generating a global horizontal motion χ. Eventually, oscillation decays due to the progressive unloading
of the spring, so that periodic motion cannot be achieved. Note the sharp corners evidenced by the trajectory of
the end of the structure, typical of the non-holonomic constraint.
It is clear from Fig.11 that the motion following instability is an oscillation which initially increases to relieve
the compression in the spring, but later decreases and decays to zero as a consequence of the effect of dissipation.
Note also the sharp corners visible in the trajectory of the skate and typical of the non-holonomic constraint.
In the following, the case of a double pendulum subject to dead loading F is analyzed, where the Hopf theorem
in R4 allows to analyze the stability at the critical point. In particular, it becomes possible to detect the correspon-
dence of the flutter load with a Hopf bifurcation and therefore the existence of limit cycles in the neighbourhood
of the critical load. Following Kutznetsov [23] and Marsden and McCracken [25], the first Lyapunov coefficient
is evaluated to discriminate between supercritical (positive coefficient) and subcritical (negative coefficient) Hopf
bifurcation, respectively corresponding to the existence of stable or unstable periodic orbits in the neighbourhood
of the bifurcation point.
Hopf bifurcations are investigated by expressing the governing equations through the Hamiltonian formalism.
Moreover, although the following equations are referred for simplicity to the double pendulum only, the approach
remains valid for an N–link column. The Lagrangian equations of motion (52) are independent of χ = X/L, but
depend on its derivatives χ˙ and χ¨, so that it is possible to rewrite them by explicitly substituting such derivatives
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through the non-holonomic constraint, Eq.(52d). On the other hand, Eq.(52c) can be solved in the reaction force
p, which can be substituted in Eqs.(52a) and (52b) to provide a system of two non-linear equations in the two
unknown rotations θ1 and θ2. The obtained system can be expressed via Hamiltonian formalism as
x˙ = f(x, F˜ ), x =
[
θ1, θ2, θ˙1, θ˙2
]
∈ R4, (86)
where F˜ is the dimensionless dead load, playing now the role of a bifurcation parameter, and f : R4 × R → R4 is
an analytic and smooth function of x and F˜ .
By considering an equilibrium point x0 such that
f(x0, F˜ ) = 0, (87)
a Hopf bifurcation occurs [12, 23, 25] at a critical value of the bifurcation parameter F˜ = F˜cr when both the
following conditions hold:
(i.) the Jacobian matrix J of the function f at the equilibrium point x0 and load F˜cr has a pair of purely-imaginary
complex conjugate eigenvalues λ1,2 = ±i ω0 (ω0 > 0), while the remaining two eigenvalues have negative real
part;
(ii.) the imaginary eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of the Jacobian matrix J(x0, F˜cr) cross the imaginary axis at a non-null
‘speed’ (crossing condition)
∂ Re [λ1,2]
∂F˜
∣∣∣∣
F˜=F˜cr
6= 0. (88)
From the above discussion, the fulfilment of the two conditions (i.) and (ii.) guarantees the existence of periodic
orbits in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point x0. It may also be concluded that Hopf bifurcations are
excluded for null dissipations, because the real part of the eigenvalues is always zero until the critical flutter load
is reached.
In the following, calculations are referred to the case of perfectly-aligned non-holonomic constraint β0 = 0, so
that the only possible equilibrium state for systems subject to both ‘skate’ or ‘violin bow’ constraints is the trivial
configuration, x0 = 0.
In order to evaluate the stability condition for the Hopf bifurcation, the equations of motion (86) are expanded
up to the third order around the equilibrium configuration x0 = 0 at a fixed value of the dead load F˜ = F˜cr
x˙ = Jx +
1
2
B(x,x) +
1
6
C(x,x,x) +O
(||x||4) , (89)
where B and C are symmetric multilinear vector functions of x ∈ R4. The stability of the Hopf bifurcation point
has been assessed by exploiting two different but equivalent procedures, the first described by Kutsnetsov [23] and
the second by Marsden and McCracken [25]:
• the right q and left p eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix J are obtained as
Jq = iω0 q , J
ᵀp = −iω0 p, (90)
and respectively correspond to the eigenvalues iω0 and −iω0. A normalization of the eigenvectors q and p is
introduced, so that 〈p, q〉 = 1 and 〈q , q¯〉 = 0, where 〈a , b〉 = a¯1b1 + ...+ a¯nbn denotes the scalar product in
Cn while a¯ denotes the conjugate vector of a . The (real) so-called first Lyapunov coefficient l1(0) [23] can
be finally evaluated as
l1(0) =
1
2ω0
Re
[〈p,C(q , q , q¯)〉 − 2 〈p,B(q ,J−1B(q , q¯))〉+ 〈p,B(q¯ , (2iω0I− J)−1B(q , q))〉] , (91)
where the sign of l1(0) provides the stability property of the critical point.
• the third order Eq.(89) is transformed through a linear invertible change of basis x = Ay defined in a way
that the transformed Jacobian matrix assumes the following canonical real Jordan form
J˜ = A−1JA =

0 ω0 0 0
−ω0 0 0 0
0 0 λ3 0
0 0 0 λ4
 , (92)
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as the eigenvalues λ3 and λ4 have a negative real part. One can demonstrate (see proof in Supplementary
Material) that the matrix A can be written in terms of the eigenvector q defined in Eqs.(90) and the right
eigenvectors vr3 and v
r
4 related to λ3 and λ4 as
A = [Re [q ] , Im [q ] ,vr3,v
r
4] . (93)
At this stage the center manifold theorem is exploited to ‘isolate’ the two variables [y1, y2] considered re-
sponsible for the instability, namely by imposing [y3, y4] = h(y1, y2) in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation
point, where h = [h1, h2] is a vector of quadratic forms in the variables [y1, y2]. Finally, differentiations of
the right-hand sides of the equations governing [y1, y2][
y˙1
y˙2
]
=
[
0 ω0
−ω0 0
] [
y1
y2
]
+ F (y1, y2, h(y1, y2)), (94)
where F is a smooth function containing all the non-linear terms, lead to the expression for the real term
called V ′′′(0) by Marsden and McCracken (Eq.(4.2) at page 126 of [25]), whose sign provides the stability
property of the critical point.
In summary, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at a critical point once the two conditions (i.) and (ii.) for the validity
of the Hopf theorem are satisfied. The stability of the periodic orbits in the neighbourhood of such critical point
can be classified on the basis of the sign of the first Lyapunov coefficient l1(0) (Eq.(91)) or, equivalently, through
that of V ′′′(0) as
l1(0) or V
′′′(0)
 < 0 → supercritical Hopf bifurcation (stable orbits),= 0 → critical case,
> 0 → subcritical Hopf bifurcation (unstable orbits).
(95)
6.1 Limit cycles by applying a dead load F
The conditions obtained in the previous section are now used together with numerical integration to analyze the
post-critical dynamics of a visco-elastic double pendulum N = 2 subject to non-holonomic constraints. Two
numerical simulations are presented in Fig.12 referred to the same initial conditions (θi(0) = 0 and θ˙i(0) = 10
−2),
damping coefficients (c˜i = 1.5, c˜e = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0), input parameters (ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50]) and dead load
(F˜ /F˜cr = 1.1 being F˜cr ≈ 76.338). Both the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints are considered.
The following two pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues are obtained at the critical point
λ1,2 ≈ ±1.01923 i, λ3,4 ≈ −0.625886± 0.653007 i,
so that criterion (i.) of the Hopf theorem is satisfied, together with the crossing condition (ii.)
∂ Re [λ1,2]
∂F˜
∣∣∣∣
F˜=F˜cr
≈ 0.0744935 6= 0,
showing the existence of a Hopf bifurcation at the critical point.
The first Lyapunov coefficient (or equivalently V ′′′(0) from [25]) calculated at the bifurcation point is negative
for both systems, so that a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs and the periodic orbits are stable. In fact,
calculations performed with the commercial code Mathematica R© show that
l1(0) =
V ′′′(0)
3pi
≈
{ −2.1838 for the ‘skate’ constraint;
−0.900238 for the ‘violin bow’ constraint.
Despite the identity of the linearized stability, the two systems based on different non-holonomic constraints display
different post-critical behaviours, and consequently different shapes of their limit cycles. However, for the particular
choices of viscosities and input parameters, both systems show a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at the critical point
and are characterized by periodic stable orbits, which exhibit increasing amplitudes at increasing F˜ (beyond the
critical load for flutter, but within a finite interval).
The time evolution of the global horizontal displacement χ is reported in Fig.12 (left), showing that the
velocity of the rigid block quickly approaches an oscillatory behaviour with a constant mean value. Meanwhile,
the mechanical system achieves a limit cycle, shown in the phase portraits in Fig.12 (right), which, according to
the Hopf theorem, is stable at least in a neighbourhood of the critical load for flutter.
The stability of the critical points can be evaluated by expressing the first Lyapunov coefficient in Eq.(91) as a
function of the damping parameters, so that the domain of stability of the Hopf bifurcations, given by the sign of
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Figure 12: Evolution in time of the global horizontal displacement χ (left) and phase portraits {θi, θ˙i} for the
rotations of the two rigid bars, (right, with limit cycles highlighted in dark blue), for a double pendulum subject
to a ‘skate’ (upper part) and ‘violin bow’ (lower part) constraints and loaded through a dead load F˜ = 1.1F˜cr.
Note that the post-critical behaviour is different if a ‘skate’ or a ‘violin bow’ constraint applies, even though the
same initial conditions, viscosities, and input parameters have been imposed and even though the two structures
have the same critical flutter load.
l1(0), can be directly expressed in terms of the magnitude of the damping parameters acting on the system. This
calculation was possible only by fixing the values of ξ and by considering only one damping coefficient acting on
the system. Two examples of the calculated Lyapunov coefficients (functions of one of the four damping sources
assumed of magnitude r), are reported in Fig.13, providing a sketch of the qualitative stability behaviour.
Fig.13 shows that, depending on the magnitude of dissipation, the sign of the Lyapunov coefficient may or
may not change, so that the Hopf bifurcations may be either supercritical (l1(0) < 0) or subcritical (l1(0) > 0).
Changes in stability are highlighted in the figure by dashed lines. In the case of the ‘skate’ constraint with
ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50] (upper left corner) it can be concluded that both damping sources c˜i (reported green) and c˜e
(reported red) can stabilize the bifurcation point if they overcome a certain threshold value (respectively, ≈ 22.07
and ≈ 482.14). On the other hand, no subcritical Hopf bifurcations can be obtained at varying every damping
source (acting alone) when the structure with ξˆ ends with the ‘violin bow’ constraint (lower left part of the figure).
It may be interesting to remark, in closure of this Section, that analyses (not reported for conciseness) show
that structures subject to dead loading reach a limit steady motion with constant mean velocity even when only
the viscosity of the hinges is present. This situation is in contrast to what happens in the absence of viscosity
where the system, subject to a constant force, is subjected to an increasing velocity. In other words, the rotational
viscosity of the hinges, taken alone, acts as the ambient viscosity during the falling of a mass in a gravitational
field.
6.2 A note on structures with non-aligned constraint (β0 6= 0)
Until now the non-holonomic constraints have always be assumed to be aligned parallel to the last bar, β0 = 0.
Therefore, it may be interesting to explore the effect of constraint misalignment. In particular, a case of double
pendulum with non-aligned ‘violin bow’ constraint, β0 = pi/100 = 1.8
◦, is investigated and the phase portraits of
the two bars’ rotations is shown in Fig.14, reported as green curves, together with the blue curves representing the
perfect system (β0 = 0, analyzed at a load F˜ = 80, beyond the flutter load ≈ 76.338).
A non-trivial equilibrium solution for the double pendulum with β0 = pi/100 is found for θ
QS
1 ≈ −0.050282
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Figure 13: First Lyapunov coefficient l1 (only the sign matters, so that ticks are not reported on the vertical
axis) as a function of the magnitude of only one of the four damping parameters (the other three are assumed
null) for the ‘skate’ constraint (upper part) and for the ‘violin bow’ constraint (lower part). The coefficient
discriminates between supercritical and subcritical Hopf bifurcations and was obtained for two sets of coefficients:
ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50] (left part) and ξ˜ = [1/2, 1, 0, 1] (right part). Changes in stability are highlighted by dashed
lines and show that subcritical Hopf bifurcations cannot be obtained when the structure with ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50]
ends with the ‘violin bow’ constraint (lower left corner).
and θQS2 ≈ 0.701512 (shown in Fig.14 on the left) at a load F˜ = 80, beyond the flutter load (≈ 78.276). For
this configuration, the solutions of the characteristic equation (44) (with m = 4) consist in two pairs of complex
conjugate eigenvalues, where only two eigenvalues have a positive real part, so that the equilibrium configuration
is unstable.
The non-trivial equilibrium configuration is used to analyze the unstable dynamics of the system by imposing
the initial conditions θi(0) = θ
QS
i and θ˙i(0) = 10
−2 (the coordinates of the center of the spirals representing the
phase portraits in Fig.14) and assuming c˜i = 1.5, c˜e = c˜t,L = c˜r,L = 0 and ξˆ = [1/2, 15, 15, 50].
The following observations can be drawn from Fig.14.
• The non-trivial equilibrium solution corresponding to a small imperfection β0 = pi/100 exhibits a large
deviation from rectilinearity;
• The flutter load for the non-trivial solution (≈ 78.276) is slightly higher than that relative to the trivial
solution (≈ 76.338);
• The phase portraits for the imperfect system confirm the existence of periodic orbits in the presence of
imperfections, intended now as a misalignment of the non-holonomic constraint;
• When the phase portraits of the perfect and imperfect systems are compared, the former possess a symmetry
which is lost in the latter. Moreover, the oscillations of the perfect system exhibit larger amplitudes than
the imperfect one.
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Figure 14: Phase portraits (green curves, in terms of bar’s rotations θ1 on the center, θ2 on the right) showing
the achievement of a limit cycle for a visco-elastic double pendulum with a misaligned ‘violin bow’ constraint,
β0 = pi/100 = 1.8
◦ (shown on the left). The phase portrait of the perfect system β0 = 0 is also reported for
comparison (blue curve). The initial equilibrium configuration for the imperfect system exhibits a large deviation
from rectilinearity (θQS1 ≈ −0.050282, θQS2 ≈ 0.701512, shown on the left) and is unstable, so that the system starts
oscillating with increasing amplitudes towards a stable limit cycle.
7 Locomotion and friction
Limbless locomotion. The periodic solutions so far obtained for the analyzed structures can be exploited in the
design of limbless locomotion devices. In fact, the time evolution of the rigid bars’ rotations exhibiting a generic
limit cycle can directly be imposed to the same structures which are left only with the horizontal motion X of the
end of the structure as ‘free coordinate’. With this set-up, the non-holonomic constraint is capable of converting
the imposed oscillations of the rigid bars into an horizontal displacement, providing the locomotion to the system.
An example of the dimensionless equations of motion of a double pendulum with controlled rotations at both
ends and with an appended dead load F˜ at the left end of the structure is given by
c˜e
8
(
8χ˙− 3 θ˙1(τ) sin θ1(τ)− θ˙2(τ) sin θ2(τ)
)
+
c˜t,L
2
(
2χ˙− θ˙1(τ) sin θ1(τ)− θ˙2(τ) sin θ2(τ)
)
+ M˜X χ¨+
+
1
4
(
4χ¨− d˜ θ¨1(τ) sin θ1(τ)− d˜ θ˙21(τ) cos θ1(τ)− d˜ θ¨2(τ) sin θ2(τ)− d˜ θ˙22(τ) cos θ2(τ)− θ¨1(τ) sin θ2(τ)+ (96a)
− θ˙1(τ)θ˙2(τ) cos θ2(τ)
)
+
M˜L
2
(
2χ¨− θ¨1(τ) sin θ1(τ)− θ˙21(τ) cos θ1(τ)− θ¨2(τ) sin θ2(τ)− θ˙22(τ) cos θ2(τ)
)
+ p˜ a˜3 + F˜ = 0,
a˜1 θ˙1(τ) + a˜2 θ˙2(τ) + a˜3χ˙ = 0, (96b)
where θ1(τ) and θ2(τ) are time-dependent rotations imposed to the two rigid bars and representing the periodic
solution of the same structure with free and unknown rotations. The coefficients a˜i in Eq.(96) are expressed by
Eqs.(53) for the ‘skate’ and (54) for the ‘violin bow’ non-holonomic constraints.
In conclusion, it is suggested that the rotations θ1(τ) and θ2(τ) can be ‘borrowed’ from the solution of a
structure subject to a dead force. Then, such a solution can be exploited as imposed rotations for a similar double-
pendulum, but characterized in general by different properties. In this way, because the coefficients a˜i in Eq.(96b)
are independent of the structural parameters, the two systems display the same dimensionless displacement of the
left end χ(τ), so generating a steady motion with a constant mean velocity. Therefore, the controlled system is
capable of moving any dead load by tuning the reaction at the non-holonomic constraint, Eq.(96a).
Friction between two solids. Another possible application of the results so far obtained is in the problem of
friction between two different solids in contact. In fact, the non-holonomic constraint corresponds to a situation of
‘directional infinite friction’, so that motion is impossible in all the analyzed structures (with β0 = 0) if instability
does not occur. If the non-holonomic constraint is believed to remain valid within a friction cone, instability may
decrease the force needed to move the system. In other words, if the structures are regarded as ‘black boxes’ which
are to be displaced through the application of an external force, perceived as the force needed to overcome some
friction, then this force can be strongly decreased by the instability. As a conclusion, the results presented in this
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article can find application in the analysis of microstructural effects at the contact between two solids, to possibly
explain an ‘unexpected drop’ in the applied forces to produce relative motion between the two solids.
8 Conclusions
It has been shown that flutter instability and Hopf bifurcations can be displayed by visco-elastic structures under
conservative loads, when subject to non-holonomic constraints. This finding opens a new perspective in structures
suffering instabilities and provides a proof of the mechanical equivalence between non-holonomic conditions and
polygenic forces, which cannot be derived from any scalar functional (for instance follower loads) [24]. In this
context, the reaction force related to a non-holonomic constraint can be seen as the polygenic force applied to
the Ziegler or Reut pendulum, but now with possibly varying modulus, such that the kinematic non-holonomic
condition is satisfied. Under this circumstance, the work done by the force is always null. The obtained results
may find applications in limbless locomotion and as possible explanation of micromechanics leading to instabilities
in frictional contact between two solids.
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A Appendix: Determinant of the stiffness matrix K(N)
The determinant of the matrix (27) can be obtained through a recursive procedure. The three different cases
N = 1, N = 2 and N > 2 are treated separately.
• Case N = 1: the determinant of the stiffness matrix corresponds to the stiffness k1 of the first rotational
spring
detK(1) = k1. (97)
• Case N = 2: the determinant of the stiffness matrix is
detK(2) = det
[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2
]
= k1k2. (98)
• Case N > 2: the j-th determinant Dj of the j × j matrix K(j), defined as the upper-left-corner matrix of
K(N) (so that DN = detK(N)), is given by
D1 = k1 + k2
D2 = k1k2 + k1k3 + k2k3
Dj = (kj + kj+1)Dj−1 − k2jDj−2, 2 < j < N,
(99)
where Dj is a function of the determinants of the two upper-left-corner matrices (of j − 1 and j − 2 rank)
forming the j × j matrix K(j). Note that the sum (kj + kj+1) represents the diagonal element K(N)jj . The
determinant of the whole N ×N matrix (27) can be rewritten as
detK(N) = kNDN−1 − k2NDN−2. (100)
In the case N = 3, the condition (100) already provides the final expression for the determinant condition
detK(3) = k3D2 − k23D1 = k1k2k3. (101)
In the case N > 3, the substitution of the determinants DN−1 and DN−2 in Eq.(100) through Eq.(99) can
be recursively performed at decreasing values of the index j until the value 3 is reached, thus obtaining the
following equation
detK(N) = (k3D2 − k23D1)
N−4∏
i=0
kN−i, (102)
from which Eq.(28) can be easily derived.
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B Appendix: Uniqueness of the trivial equilibrium solution for β0 = 0
The proof of the uniqueness of the trivial quasi-static solution for both the considered non-holonomic constraints
in the case β0 = 0 is given for a column made up of an arbitrary number N of rigid elements.
Non-holonomic ‘skate’ constraint with β0 = 0. The N -th term of the vector of non-holonomic coefficients
ak in Eq.(10) is always zero aN (q
QS, 0) = lN sin 0 = 0, so that the N -th equation of system (25) is always given by
an identity between the two last rotations of the N–th and (N − 1)–th bars
θQSN = θ
QS
N−1,
thus causing the (N − 1)–th coefficient of the non-holonomic constraint (see Eq.(10)) being zero
aN−1(qQS, 0) = lN−1 sin (θQSN − θQSN−1) = 0. (103)
Condition (103) can be substituted in the (N−1)-th equation of system (25) thus obtaining the identity between
the rotations of the (N − 2)-th and (N − 1)-th rigid bars in the form θQSN−2 = θQSN−1. The system can be therefore
solved in a recursive way, finally obtaining all the rotations of the rigid bars being equal the one of the first bar
θQSk = θ
QS
1 ∀ k = 2, 3, ..., N
being the latter equal to zero by means of the first equation of the system (25).
Non-holonomic ‘violin bow’ constraint with β0 = 0. The N equations of system (25) can be summed up
obtaining a null value for the rotation of the first rigid bar θQS1 = 0. This condition can be substituted in the
expression of the first coefficient of the non-holonomic constraint given in Eq.(15), thus obtaining
a1(q
QS, 0) = −l1 sin 0 = 0
so that the first equation of the system (25) leads to the annihilation of the rotation of the second rigid bar θQS2 = 0.
Recursive substitutions within the remaining equations of the system (25) lead to a vanishing value for all the
bars’ rotations, completing the proof.
C Appendix: Proof of the Eq.(37)
The proof of the Eq.(37) for every β0 6= 0 can be obtained firstly considering that
det
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)
= detK(N) det
[
I + pQS
(
K(N)
)−1
G(N)
]
, (104)
or equivalently, because the determinant of a matrix coincides with the determinant of the transpose of the matrix,
det
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)
= detK(N) det
[
I + pQS
(
K(N)
)−1 (
G(N)
)ᵀ]
(105)
where the stiffness matrix K(N) (see Eq.(27)) is symmetric and positive-definite. The inverse of the stiffness
matrix
(
K(N)
)−1
can be written as a particular case of the representation given by Meurant [27] in the form (the
components are denoted by ui, with i = 1, ..., N)
(
K(N)
)−1
=

u1 u1 u1 . . . u1
u1 u2 u2 . . . u2
u1 u2 u3 . . . u3
...
...
...
. . .
...
u1 u2 u3 . . . uN
 . (106)
For ‘skate’ (‘violin bow’) constraint, matrix G(N) ᵀS (matrix G
(N)
V ) has a non-vanishing last row and vanishing
last column, see Eq.(36). The matrix N is introduced, expressing the matrix product between the inverse of the
stiffness matrix (106) and the geometric stiffness matrix G(N), such that
• for ‘skate’ constraint using the Eq.(105)
N =
(
K(N)
)−1
G(N) ᵀS ; (107)
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• for ‘violin bow’ constraint using the Eq.(104)
N =
(
K(N)
)−1
G(N)V . (108)
Considering the expression of the inverse of the stiffness matrix (106) and the expressions of the geometrical stiffness
matrices for both constraints (36), the matrix N can be evaluated through the Eqs.(107) and (108) leading to the
following expression
N =

0 0 0 . . . 0
γ1(u2 − u1) 0 0 . . . 0
γ1(u3 − u1) γ2(u3 − u2) . . .
...
...
... 0
...
γ1(uN − u1) γ2(uN − u2) . . . γN−1(uN − uN−1) 0
 , (109)
valid for both the ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ constraints, where γi can be interpreted as the i-th parameter γS,i or
γV,i in Eq.(36). The strictly upper triangular matrix N is therefore a nilpotent matrix of index N having its
N -th power equal to the null matrix, NN = 0. Due to well-known properties of nilpotent matrices, the following
determinant condition holds
det [I + pQSN] = 1, (110)
for every choice of the non-holonomic constraint, such that
det
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)
= detK(N), (111)
and also leading to the following condition
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)−1
=
N−1∑
j=0
(−pQSN)j
(K(N))−1 , (112)
where (−pQSN)0 = I.
The obtained equations hold for every value of the angle β0 and are valid for both the non-holonomic constraints
and the loading conditions at the initial end.
D Appendix: Considerations on the buckling condition ρm = 0 for β0 6= 0
Due to the multiplicity of quasi-static configurations in the case β0 6= 0, buckling conditions along generic equi-
librium paths are theoretically achievable. Therefore, the equation ρm = 0 is particularized for all the considered
non-holonomic constraints and loading conditions at the initial end. In particular, no buckling conditions can
be achieved for the ‘violin bow’ constraint when subject to the loading condition B (dead load) even in the case
β0 6= 0, while critical loads seem to be theoretically achievable for all the remaining systems.
Buckling for the loading condition A: elastic device. According to Eq.(33), the term ∂2 Ξ(q)/∂X2 = K
is different from zero; the expressions of the stiffness matrices (33) and (35) and the condition (111) can be used
to rewrite equation ρm = 0 for the the two cases of ‘skate’ and ‘violin bow’ types of constraint as follows.
• ‘Skate’ constraint: Eqs.(35) and (40) lead to the following expression for the buckling condition
Kw(N)ᵀ
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)−1
w(N) + wN+1
(
wN+1 − g
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)−1
w(N)
)
= 0, (113)
where vector g 6= 0 denotes the presence of the ‘skate’ constraint.
• ‘Violin bow’ constraint: Eqs.(35) show that the analytical expression for the buckling condition can be
simply obtained by setting g = 0 to yield
Kw(N)ᵀ
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)−1
w(N) + w2N+1 = 0. (114)
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Buckling for the loading condition B: dead load. Now K = 0, so that the equation governing buckling can
be obtained as a particular case of Eqs.(113) and (114).
• ‘Skate’ constraint: setting K = 0 in Eq.(113) one obtains
w2N+1 − wN+1g
(
K(N) + pQSG(N)
)−1
w(N) = 0. (115)
• ‘Violin bow’ type constraint: the condition g = 0 in the Eq.(115), or alternatively K = 0 in Eq.(114),
leads to the following solution for buckling
w2N+1 = 0 → β0 = pi/2 + kpi, k = 1, 2, 3, ... (116)
proving the absence of buckling loads for the ‘violin bow’ constraint even in the case β0 6= 0. In fact, the case
β0 = pi/2 + kpi represents a pathological condition providing a null bucking load, as the system undergoes a
lability along the horizontal direction.
E Appendix: determinant of the sum of 2× 2 matrices
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem writes for a square 2× 2 matrix as
p(A) = A2 − trA A + det A I2 = 0. (117)
Applying the trace operator to Eq.(117), the following equation for the determinant of A is obtained
det A =
(trA)2 − trA2
2
, (118)
which can be extended to the case when the determinant is the sum of a generic number of 2× 2 matrices
det
(
M∑
i=1
Ai
)
=
M∑
i=1
det Ai + M∑
j=i+1
(trAi trAj − tr [Ai Aj ])
 , (119)
where M ≥ 1 is the number of matrices. For M = 3 Eq.(119) particularizes to
det
[
A1ζ
2 + A2ζ + A3
]
= det A1ζ
4 + (trA1 trA2 − tr [A1 A2]) ζ3+
+ (det A2 + (trA1 trA3 − tr [A1 A3])) ζ2 + (trA2 trA3 − tr [A2 A3]) ζ + det A3
(120)
where ζ ∈ C is a generic scalar quantity.
F Appendix: exact solution of a quartic polynomial
The exact solutions of a quartic in the form:
p0 x
4 + p1 x
3 + p2 x
2 + p3 x+ p4 = 0
can be expressed in the following form
x = − p1
4 p0
±1 H ±2 1
2
√
−4H2 − 2 ξ ∓1 ζ
H
where
ξ =
8 p0 p2 − 3 p21
8 p20
, ζ =
p31 − 4 p0 p1 p2 + 8 p20 p3
8 p30
, H =
1
2
√
−2
3
ξ +
1
3 p0
(
J +
∆0
J
)
and where
J =
3
√
∆1 +
√
∆21 − 4 ∆30
2
, ∆0 = p
2
2 − 3 p1 p3 + 12 p0 p4, ∆1 = 27
(
p21 p4 + p0 p
2
3
)− 9 p2 (8 p0 p4 + p1 p3) + 2 p32
and bifurcations in the real part of the roots x occur when ∆21 − 4 ∆30 = 0, a condition leading to Eq.(66).
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